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Final Round Interview:     CARLOS FRANCO  ( -16)     
February 12, 2017 
 

 

Q.  Talk about the round. 

 

CARLOS FRANCO:  Well, I played very solid the last 27 holes.  Yesterday on the back nine 

I shoot 5 under and today I played really, really confidence because only three shot behind 

the leader and I know exactly what happened, I need to make it and I think so.  My number 

today is 8 under par and I shoot 7, now tied for the leader.  But I'm so happy for my second 

tournament this year and chance to win. 

 

Q.  Your approach on 18, you looked very disappointed that it didn't clear the bunker.  

 

CARLOS FRANCO:  Yeah, because normally my shot on bunker save is always touch the 

hole or very close and that one I missed too much right side.  But when you like to win or 

you like to close to the pin or you a little hungry because you don't need to go low, you need 

a 5 for every shot.  Last hole I need to make birdie, it's a par 5. 

 

Q.  It's pretty unusual for somebody to say that the number they had in mind was 63.  

That's a pretty low number to have in mind.  Usually it's 65, 66 you think.  How did you 

come up with 63? 

 

CARLOS FRANCO:  You know, I'm lucky.  On No. 10 hole I make a three-putt today.  I 

make three bogeys on the week.  I make three three-putts and three bogeys.  No missed the 

green much for chance to make bogey, that would give me confidence today.  I try to make a 

63 because my partner in my last, Fabio Zanotti, who won the European Tour and he shoot 

63, 9-under par.  Another 63, maybe another win.  Well, I'm happy.  This golf game, you 

don't know who's the win or you need to finish three days, especially for the Champions 

Tour.  The last hole very important to chance to win and have to focus no make bogeys. 

 

Q.  You don't very often get into a situation where on Sunday you've got a 

leaderboard that looks like this one, I think there are like 10 players double digits 

under par, you know?  What's that do to your mindset? 

 

CARLOS FRANCO:  You know, the more difficult is you prepare to come on the last day 

because you see on the scoreboard after second day how many guys have chance to win 

and maybe have plenty of guys with chance to win.  Four, five shots behind the leader, that's 

nothing for 18 holes.  I come very confidence today to try to make the low score, but no 

make a complication because everybody play well, everybody play good.  Surprise and 

make a 65 and chance now for the win. 

 

Q.  By the time you started this morning, there was also somebody with five straight 

birdies on the leaderboard, somebody else I think with six straight birdies on the 

leaderboard.  What does that do to your mindset when you're going out there? 
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CARLOS FRANCO:  You know, when I checked the score I saw the guys 17 earlier, I said 

oh, my God, this may be 20 or 19 under par.  But I say, no, don't worry Carlos, play golf and 

check what happen after 15 or 16 holes because everybody have chance to win, everybody 

play well.  Not surprised here because everybody make a very low score to win the 

tournament. 
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